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PITCH/DIA  RIGHT-HAND LEFT-HAND
20"/15.25" 8M0090451 8M0090453

20.5"/15.25" 8M0118469

21"/15.25" 8M0090455 8M00900457

21.5"/15.25" 8M0118471

22"/15.25" 8M0064450 8M0071088

23"/15.25" 8M0064468 8M0071089

24"/15.25" 8M0064469 8M0071090

25"/15.25" 8M0064470 8M0071091

26"/15.25" 8M0064471 8M0071092

27"/15.25" 8M0064472 8M0071093

28"/15.25" 8M0064473 8M0071094

29"/15.25" 8M0064475 8M0071095

30"/15.25" 8M0064476 8M0071096

31"/15.25" 8M0064477 8M0071097

32"/15.25" 8M0104417 8M0104418

33"/15.25" 8M0104419 8M0104420

GET DIALED-IN WITH MERCURY RACING® PRO FINISHED BRAVO I FS PROPELLERS. 
Designed for outboard and sterndrive applications, the stainless steel propellers deliver 
unmatched time-to-plane performance, mid-range punch, mid range cruise and top-end 
speeds for outboard bass, flats, cat flats, bay boats, offshore center consoles and 
sterndrive deck and vee bottoms under medium to heavy load.  New 20.5” and 21.5” pitch 
offerings expand the popular Bravo I FS range – providing precision tuned performance 
for single engine OptiMax and Verado applications.

The Mercury® patented Performance Vent System® (PVS) enables operators to dial-in 
their propeller for peak planing performance. The PVS® system works in concert with 
robust blades that are hand blended and balanced by our propeller lab artisans. The 
tuned exhaust tube minimizes stern lift for enhanced bow lift, handling and overall boat 
performance. 

A majority of Mercury Verado®, Mercury Pro FourStroke and MerCruiser® sterndrive 
applications will use the Bravo I FS with all four vent holes plugged with solid PVS fittings. 
Larger, heavier multiple engine applications may benefit by taking one or two fittings out 
for improved planing. 

The Bravo I FS may be used with multiple OptiMax® outboard applications as well. A 
majority of those will use the Bravo I FS with all four vent holes opened for improved 
planing performance. 

To maintain similar engine operating rpm in single engine applications, switching from a 
Tempest® Plus to the Bravo I FS would require a 1” increase in pitch. A switch from the 
Fury® and Revolution 4® to the Bravo I FS would require a 2” increase in pitch.


